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Generalities: Importance of data availability

Still a problem; known barrier to research

 Need for a data depository

 Free access to researchers



Generalities: Importance of data availability

The power grid as a complex network: a survey
Pagani and Aiello, 2012
arXiv:1105.3338

Country dependent ! Europe ?



Generalities. Classical measures

After more than 10 years of work: Complex networks are relatively well
characterized.

In general: relevant characterization depends on the process of interest

Good statistical characterization of a large network with:

 Degree distribution (Scale-free features): two main classes

   - Importance for many processes of



Generalities. Classical measures

Good statistical characterization of a large network with:

 Average shortest path (small-world): l << N1/d

 Correlations: clustering, assortativity

 Centralities (Betweenness, etc)

 Extension to weighted networks: strength (vs. degree), etc…



  Real networks are fragmented into group or modules

Modularity vs.
Fonctionality ?

Modularity - Fonctionality ?



Beyond static complex networks:
Time-varying networks



Fluctuating networks

 In general, we study aggregated networks, but in many cases,
all the links do not exist simultaneously
 Social networks
 Contact networks in epidemiology
 Transportation networks
 …

 Important effects on dynamical processes (epidemic spreading,
sync, percolation, social consensus formation, etc.)

 Need to develop characterization tools
 Characterizing time varying networks
 Modeling these networks
 Proposing a typology



Example: North American airline network

Exponential fit: time scale of order 25 years

Same evolution for E(t) and N(t) => <k> approx. constant



North American airline network

Remarkably stable distributions !



North American airline network

Broad lifetime distribution

 Turbulent microdynamics and stable distributions
 Links of all ages can appear/disappear

Gautreau et al. PNAS 2009



Fluctuating networks

 Some interesting tools and concepts (Holme, Saramaki,
arxiv:1108.1780; Starnini et al, arxiv:1203.2477)

 Time varying adjacency matrix “too large”

 Time respecting path -> Fastest and shortest time-respecting paths

 Statistics of fastest and shortest time-respecting paths (duration, length…)
 Duration of shortest path can be >> duration of the fastest path: navigation

difficulties

But:
 Centralities, modules..
 Typology still missing (?) Distribution of the contact duration good indicator



Beyond purely topological
complex networks:
Spatial networks



Spatial networks

 A network is ‘spatial’ if

 The nodes are located in space

 The network is embedded in a space equipped with some metric:

There is a ‘cost’ associated to the length of links: a long
link must be compensated by something else (large
degree, traffic, etc.)

 Spatial networks are ubiquitous in our world



Nodes: power
plants, transformers,
etc,…)

 Links: cables

Transporting electricity

New York state power grid



Other distribution networks

Water distribution networks

Colorado Springs

Richmond (UK)

(k<12)

Yazdani 2010



Transporting gas European pipelines



Transporting individuals (European scale)



Intra urban movements: streets and roads



Neural Network Nodes: neurons
Links: axons



Social Networks and space Nodes: individuals
Links: ʻrelationʼ

Distance
distribution of your

friends ?



 Degree distribution not broad

 Not small world, usually planar (N1/d)

 Spatial networks are usually more clustered (C>> 1/N)

 In general almost flat assortativity

 Centrality
- in general broad distribution
- centrality versus degree: anomalies

General properties of spatial networks



Power grids. Degree distribution

Sole et al (2008)

Map Topological
network

Degree distribution
Europe, Italy, UK &Ireland



Power grids. Degree distribution

Albert et al (2004)

North America



Betweenness Centrality

σst = # of shortest paths from s to t
σst(ij)= # of shortest paths from s to t via (ij)

i
j

k
ij: large centrality

jk: small centrality



Betweenness Centrality

 In general, the large the degree, the larger the

centrality

where     depends on the network



Betweenness centrality: effect of
space

Large BC: distance
to barycenter

Large BC: large degree



Recap



 Better characterization

 Time evolution of spatial networks: cities, transportation systems, …

Spatial networks - Perspectives

Strano et al, Nature Scientific Reports 2012



 Evolution of subway systems

Spatial networks - Perspectives

(Roth et al, Royal Society Interface, 2012)

Video: courtesy of Wang Xi



Beyond single networks:
Coupled networks
and multiplexes



 Example of smart-grids: infrastructure, web, users networks, …

 We understand relatively well the stability of an isolated network

 Question: what is the effect of coupling between networks on the
stability of the system ?

Many networks are coupled with each other

Standard-enabled smart-grids for the future energy web
(Vyatkin et al. IEEE 2010)



Coupled networks

 First study (from the stat phys point of view)- coupling between the
electrical network and a communication network

ʻModelʼ for the 2003 blackout in Italy. Cascade process of failures

Catastrophic cascade of failures in interdependent networks”
Buldyrev et al., Nature 2010.

 A node can fail if it does not belong anymore to the giant component
or if it is not connected to the second network anymore



Coupled networks: more fragile (?!)

- Blue curve: no coupling
- Red curve: with coupling (ʻ1stʼ order transition)

Importance of the nature of the coupling, of the dynamics ? …

Giant
Component
size

Fraction of removed
nodes

The fragility of interdependency
Vespignani, Nature 2010.



Cascade in coupled networks: optimum (?)

Brummitt et al, PNAS 2012

 p: probability that a node in A is connected to a node in B
 Sandpile model (grains of sand, toppling if exceeding a threshold)

 Existence of an optimal coupling (?) Or size effect ?



 More generally, the natural extension of networks is when different
types of links can coexist between pairs of nodes.

Two individuals can be friends in facebook, connected by the same
subway line, etc…

Multiplexes

 Already some results about some processes

 But:

- Complete characterization missing

- Typology and modeling missing



Discussion

 This last decade witnessed a spectacular increase of our
understanding of large, complex networks

 Complex network ‘theory’ now provides solid foundations to the study
of more specific problems

 Additional layers (time, space, coupling) are non-trivial extensions
which will require a lot of work !
- Tools and models for time evolving (spatial) networks

 Problems:
- Availability of data
- Visibility and interdisciplinary journals at all levels.
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